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Abstract

The epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) and other members of the EGFR/ErbB receptor family of receptor tyrosine kinases (RTKs)
are important regulators of proliferation, angiogenesis, migration, tumorigenesis and metastasis. Overexpression, mutations, deletions
and production of autocrine ligands contribute to aberrant activation of the ErbB proteins. The signalling output from EGFR is compli-
cated given that other ErbB proteins are often additionally expressed and activated in the same cell, resulting in formation of homo-
and/or heterodimers. In particular, association of EGFR with ErbB2 prevents its down-regulation, underscoring the importance of the
cellular background for EGFR effects. Signalling from ErbB proteins can either be terminated by dissociation of ligand resulting in
dephosphorylation, or blunted by degradation of the receptors. Although proteasomal targeting of ErbB proteins has been described,
lysosomal degradation upon ligand-induced endocytosis seems to play the major role in EGFR down-regulation. Preclinical and clinical
data have demonstrated that EGFR is a central player in cancer, especially in carcinomas, some brain tumours and in non-small cell lung
cancer. Such studies have further validated EGFR as an important molecular target in cancer treatment. This review focuses on mecha-
nisms involved in ligand-induced EGFR activation and endocytic down-regulation. A better understanding of EGFR biology should allow
development of more tumour-selective therapeutic approaches targeting EGFR-induced signalling.
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Introduction
Cellular growth, proliferation and migration are essential aspects
of embryogenesis and tissue maintenance. When uncontrolled,
such cellular processes can lead to cancer progression. Central
in these processes are growth factor receptors, which convert
information from the external milieu by interacting with exposed
cellular proteins and soluble ligands. This activates signalling
pathways, which trigger early phenotypic responses such as
increased motility and can change gene expression. Signalling

from growth factor receptors is normally tightly regulated at sev-
eral levels, including desensitization and degradation of the
receptors. A paradigmatic system of growth factors and recep-
tors is the network of ErbB proteins and their interacting ligands
[1, 2], largely because dysregulation of ErbB proteins is a key
factor in progression of many human cancers [3–5].

The epidermal growth factor (EGF), which binds to
EGFR/ErbB1, was one of the first growth factors to be described
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[6]. EGFR and the three other members of the EGFR family (ErbB2-
4) are structurally similar type I transmembrane proteins, yet with
noticeable differences in the ligand-binding domain for ErbB2 and
the kinase domain for ErbB3. The ligand-binding extracellular
domain in ErbB1, 3 and 4 undergoes a major conformational
change during ligand binding, exposing a dimerization arm [7]. In
contrast, the dimerization arm of ErbB2 is constitutively exposed in
the absence of ligand, and no known soluble ligand binds to ErbB2.
Nevertheless, ErbB2 is the preferred dimerization partner due to its
conformation (for a review, see [4]). While the extracellular and the
very C-terminal regions are divergent, the kinase domains share a
high amount of homology, except for ErbB3 where it is inactive. At
least seven ligands can bind to the extracellular part of EGFR
including EGF and transforming growth factor alpha (TGF�) [1, 4,
8]. Ligand binding induces homo- and/or heterodimerization,
thereby resulting in kinase activation and phosphorylation of
tyrosines in the ErbB tail (see Fig. 1A). Although kinase-deficient,
ErbB3 can be transphosphorylated upon heterodimerization [1].
Phosphorylation on tyrosine residues creates binding sites for src-
homology 2 (SH2) and phosphotyrosine-binding (PTB) domain-
containing proteins, serving as adaptors and effectors in signal
transduction (Fig. 1A). Several important signal transduction path-

ways are initiated downstream of ErbB proteins, including activa-
tion of Ras/MAP kinase, phospholipase C�/protein kinase C, phos-
phatidylinositol 3-kinase (PI3 K)/Akt, Jak/STAT and Src family
kinases [9, 10]. This again activates gene transcription resulting in
new proteins responsible for proliferation, migration, adhesion, dif-
ferentiation and apoptosis [1, 8]. Also proteins involved in endocyt-
ic down-regulation can be recruited to phosphorylated ErbB pro-
teins, but only activated EGFR seems to be efficiently endocytosed
and sorted to lysosomes for degradation [1, 11] (see Fig. 1B).
EGFR recruits adaptor and effector proteins involved in endocyto-
sis, and the plasma membrane eventually pinches off to form
EGFR-containing vesicles. These early vesicles rapidly fuse to gen-
erate EGFR-containing early endosomes. It was previously demon-
strated that upon siRNA-induced depletion of the clathrin adaptor
complex AP2, most clathrin-coated pits disappear [12].
Interestingly, we discovered that under such conditions, new coated
pits are formed upon activation of the EGFR. These coated pits
accommodate EGFR, but not the transferrin receptor [13]. EGFR-
containing coated pits may therefore be distinct from coated pits
carrying constitutively internalized cargo.

Dysregulation of EGFR is frequently observed in association
with carcinogenesis. This can be the result of several unbalanced
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Fig. 1 (A) EGFR dimerization upon ligand binding triggers auto-phosphorylation (P) and ubiquitination (Ub) of its cytoplasmic domain. This causes
recruitment of effector proteins, like Grb2, Src and Cbl. (B) Intracellular route leading EGFR to down-regulation by lysosomal degradation. PM: plas-
ma membrane, CCP: clathrin-coated pit, MVB: multivesicular body.
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mechanisms controlling the quantitative and qualitative output
from EGFR, caused by receptor overexpression, mutations, dele-
tions and/or failure in down-regulation. EGFR can be constitutively
activated in cells where the gene encoding EGFR is amplified or
mutated [14], so that increased, tonic EGFR activity promotes neo-
plastic transformation. First, in a number of tumours, both EGFR
and its ligands are overexpressed. This scenario has been clearly
demonstrated in the human epidermoid carcinoma cell line A431,
where strong overexpression of EGFR and TGF� results in consti-
tutive proliferative activity [14, 15]. Second, EGFR can be mutated,
resulting in constitutively activated homo- and/or heterodimers.
Somatic mutations have been identified in patients with advanced
non-small lung cancer, who benefit from a dramatic clinical
response to EGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitors [16]. Such EGFR
mutations are often found in the first four exons of the kinase
domain [16], directly dysregulating the kinase activity. Another
example of EGFR mutant with constitutive signalling is EGFRvIII,
which is characterized by a large extracellular deletion [3]. EGFRvIII
is expressed in several cancer types, especially in glioblastomas
and is sufficient to cause cell transformation [3, 17]. Although it
was proposed that EGFRvIII undergoes a normal endocytic down-
regulation [18], other groups reported insignificant degradation of
EGFRvIII, due to impaired internalization combined with effective
recycling of the small pool of internalized EGFR [19, 20]. It is
important to recognize that heterodimers can be responsible for
both increased and altered signalling, as well as decreased down-
regulation of EGFR. A number of excellent reviews have summa-
rized the role of EGFR in signal transduction and carcinogenesis.
This review will mostly focus on how EGFR signalling can be ter-
minated or altered by endocytic down-regulation and how EGFR
down-regulation can be inhibited in cancer cells.

Endocytosis of EGFR

The requirements for efficient internalization of EGFR, which is a
prerequisite for efficient down-regulation, are disputed. Recently,
conflicting data on the necessity of EGFR kinase activity, clathrin-
coated pits and ubiquitination have been published.

Kinase activity

EGFR normally occurs as monomer at the plasma membrane,
prior to activation. Ligand binding triggers its dimerization, result-
ing in kinase activation, tyrosine phosphorylation and endocyto-
sis. It has been published that EGFR kinase activity is required for
recruitment of EGFR into clathrin-coated pits and subsequent
endocytic down-regulation of EGF-bound EGFR [21–24].
Furthermore, it was reported that activation of EGFR induces the
formation of clathrin-coated pits, by a mechanism requiring EGFR
kinase activity [13]. It was recently proposed that EGFR dimeriza-
tion is sufficient to induce endocytosis of kinase-dead EGFR [25].

However, EGFR kinase activity is required for tyrosine phosphory-
lation in the EGFR tail, and since binding of Grb2 to such phospho-
rylated tyrosines is key to clathrin-mediated, ligand-dependent
endocytosis [26], there is reason to believe that EGFR kinase
activity is indeed required for efficient ligand-dependent internal-
ization. The fact that stress signals (UV irradiation and inflamma-
tory cytokines) or drugs like cisplatin can induce endocytosis of
the EGFR upon p38 MAP-kinase activation in a clathrin-dependent,
but EGFR kinase-independent manner [27, 28], points to an alter-
native, ligand-independent mechanism whereby EGFR can be
internalized under conditions of stress. This mechanism entails
phosphorylation of the EGFR at multiple serines and threonines,
as well as phosphorylation of the Rab5 effectors EEA1 and GDI
[28]. It should be noted that stress signals do not appear to result
in degradation of EGFR, but rather to temporarily sequester the
EGFR inside the cell and eventually result in recycling of the EGFR
to the plasma membrane [28]. Such internalization could enhance
the cytotoxic effect of combining chemotherapy and EGFR-target-
ing drugs [28]. By temporarily preventing EGFR-mediated survival
signalling, the cytotoxic effects of drugs like cisplatin could be
enhanced.

Clathrin-coated pits

Whereas it is well established that EGFR is internalized in a
clathrin-dependent manner [12, 29–32], it has also been suggest-
ed that ubiquitinated EGFR can be endocytosed by a clathrin-inde-
pendent process. Sigismund and colleagues have proposed that
EGFR is endocytosed from caveolae upon exposure to high con-
centrations of EGF [33], based on the observation that EGFR is fre-
quently found in such plasma membrane microdomains under
these conditions [34, 35]. However, despite the fact that EGFR
function seems to be sensitive to the level of caveolin and/or
membrane cholesterol [35, 36], no mobilization of caveolae could
be found by FRAP analysis when high concentrations of EGF were
added [29]. This strongly argues that even though EGFR can local-
ize to caveolae, activated EGFR is not internalized from these
invaginations, but from clathrin-coated pits. It has also been
demonstrated that EGFR can activate small GTPases, like Cdc42
and Rac, and thereby be endocytosed into macropinosomes [37].
Furthermore, EGFR has been found to be effectively internalized
via circular dorsal ruffles or ‘waves’ [38]. However, induction of
macropinocytosis and waves may be restricted to certain cell
types or conditions, and there is now good agreement that func-
tional clathrin-coated pits are the general portal for efficient EGFR
endocytosis [29].

Ubiquitination

One of the EGFR tyrosine phosphorylation sites (pY1045) pro-
vides a direct docking site for the protooncoprotein and ubiquitin
ligase, Cbl, which, upon EGFR activation, acts in concert with an
E2 ubiquitin-loaded enzyme to covalently bind ubiquitin to lysine
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residues in the EGFR kinase domain as well as in the C-terminal
tail [39–41]. In addition, Cbl can bind indirectly to the EGFR via
Grb2 [40]. Whether the EGFR is mono- or poly-ubiquitinated has
been disputed [42]. However, mass spectrometry analysis has
clearly demonstrated both forms to occur and revealed that the
ubiquitin chains on EGFR are mainly connected through lysine 63
[41]. While it is established (see below) that ubiquitination plays a
central role in subcellular sorting and lysosomal degradation of
the EGFR, it is still unclear whether ubiquitination is a signal
required for initial steps of clathrin-dependent endocytosis.
Mutations of EGFR impairing ubiquitination and thereby causing
its stabilization have been described in cancer patients. Such
EGFR mutants have further been demonstrated to promote growth
and to protect against apoptosis [43]. When expressed in trans-
fected cells, EGFR mutants that are inefficiently ubiquitinated are
still efficiently endocytosed, arguing that ubiquitination is not
required for EGFR internalization [41, 44, 45]. However, an EGFR
mutant with impaired kinase activity was reported to depend on
ubiquitination for internalization [45]. Thus, ubiquitination could
potentially be required under conditions of inefficient activation of
the EGFR kinase. Data comparing internalization of normal EGFR
with EGFR constructs, endowed with normal kinase activity but

abolished ubiquitination, are still warranted before concluding
whether limited amounts of EGFR ubiquitination could be suffi-
cient for clathrin-dependent EGFR endocytosis. However, it has so
far not been possible to completely isolate effects on ubiquitina-
tion from effects on kinase activity [41, 45].

Eps15 and epsin, known to localize to clathrin-coated pits, are
two proteins with ubiquitin binding capacity. Eps15 bears two
ubiquitin-interaction motives (UIMs), interacts with AP2 and local-
izes to the edge of clathrin-coated pits [46–48]. Epsin proteins have
two or three tandem UIMs [48] as well as clathrin- and AP2-inter-
action motives [49–53]. Epsin UIMs have been reported to effi-
ciently interact with chains of four or more ubiquitins, preferentially
those where lysine 63 in ubiquitin is isopeptide-linked to glycine
(K63-linked polyubiquitin chains) [54]. Interestingly, while Eps15
localizes to the edge of clathrin-coated pits [46, 47], epsin was
reported to localize along the entire curvature of these pits [47].
This could suggest that ubiquitinated EGFR is captured by Eps15
and subsequently handed off to epsin deeper in the coated pits, in
order to be efficiently sequestered within clathrin-coated vesicles
pinching off the plasma membrane (Fig. 2). However, the mecha-
nisms involved in recruiting EGFR to clathrin-coated pits remain
an open question.

Effects of EGFR-ErbB2 heterodimerization on
EGFR internalization

Whereas activated EGFR can in principle form heterodimers
with all other ErbB proteins, ErbB2 is its preferred dimerization
partner. Upon ErbB2 overexpression, activated EGFR is increas-
ingly incorporated into EGFR-ErbB2 heterodimers [55].
Interestingly, amplification and overexpression of ErbB2 in
breast cancer correlates with poor clinical outcome [56]. ErbB2
is normally trapped at the cell surface due to interaction with the
molecular chaperone, heat-shock protein 90 (hsp90) and there-
fore escapes endocytosis [57, 58]. However, geldanamycin and
related drugs of lesser toxicity, which specifically bind and inac-
tivate the molecular chaperone Hsp90 [59, 60], disrupt the sta-
bilizing interaction of Hsp90 with ErbB2 [61], resulting in degra-
dation of ErbB2 as well as other Hsp90 target proteins
(reviewed in [62, 63]). Remarkably, in addition to being itself
endocytosis-deficient, ErbB2 also prevents internalization of
EGFR upon heterodimerization [57, 58, 64]. This effect is
ErbB2-concentration-dependent, and inhibition of EGFR endo-
cytosis can be ascribed to blunted EGF-induced formation of
clathrin-coated pits and recruitment of EGFR into such
microdomains [58]. While EGF-induced formation of clathrin-
coated pits was observed in cells when AP2 had been knocked
down by siRNA and in serum-starved cells [13], EGF-induced
formation was under similar conditions strongly inhibited when
the cells overexpressed ErbB2 [58]. Mechanisms responsible
for impaired EGF-induced coated pit formation in serum-starved
cells are still unclear. While it was demonstrated that neither
phosphorylation of tyrosines recruiting Grb2 and Cbl, nor
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Fig. 2 Tentative model of molecular interactions promoting regulated
entry of EGFR into clathrin-coated pits (CCP). Initial recruitment of
ubiquitinated EGFR to Eps15 at the rim of CCPs allows for its transfer
to Epsin present in the entire CCP curvature. Green circles represent
ubiquitin.
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 ubiquitination of EGFR, was quantitatively affected upon overex-
pression of ErbB2, it cannot be excluded that ubiquitination was
qualitatively altered [58].

Since ErbB2 inhibits endocytic down-regulation of EGFR,
EGFR-ErbB2 heterodimers accumulate at the plasma membrane.
These heterodimers have increased ligand binding affinity [65]
and represent potent oncogenic signalling units. Geldanamycin,
which efficiently down-regulates such heterodimers in cultured
cells, is unfortunately too toxic in vivo for clinical use, but new
derivatives of geldanamycin have already been introduced in pre-
clinical and clinical trials in cancers overexpressing ErbB2 [59]. An
alternative approach has been developed, based on monoclonal
antibodies. The humanized monoclonal antibody, pertuzumab,
recognises the dimerization arm of ErbB2 and thus prevents its
stable association with EGFR or ErbB3 [66]. By preventing the for-
mation of EGFR-ErbB2 heterodimers, pertuzumab eventually caus-
es accumulation of EGFR monomer at the cell surface. Moreover,
since pertuzumab does not block EGF-induced EGFR activation
[67], liganded EGFR monomers are induced to form endocytosis-
competent EGFR homodimers. Altogether, these data predict that
pertuzumab should result in altered signalling and down-regula-
tion of EGFR in tumours overexpressing EGFR and ErbB2. As
expected, pertuzumab has been demonstrated to counteract the
growth-promoting and anti-apoptotic effects of both EGFR/ErbB2
and ErbB2/ErbB3 heterodimers, and in clinical studies to exhibit
potent anti-tumour activity against ErbB2-expressing breast and
prostate cancers and against lung cancers co-expressing ErbB2
and ErbB3.

Cellular and molecular requirements
for lysosomal degradation of EGFR

Intracellular EGFR degradation depends on
luminal sorting at multivesicular bodies

Upon translocation to clathrin-coated pits, activated EGFR is
entrapped in clathrin-coated vesicles by a dynamin- and actin-
dependent pinching off mechanism [68]. Uncoating of coated
vesicles allows for homotypic fusion in a Rab5-dependent and
EEA1-dependent manner, to form early sorting endosomes [69].
These endosomes initially have a molecular composition compa-
rable to that of the plasma membrane, but become rapidly
accessed by biosynthetic cargo from the trans-Golgi apparatus
(TGN), including newly synthesized lysosomal hydrolases. Upon
endosome maturation, internal vesicles are budding from the lim-
iting membrane and accumulate in the lumen: they are the hall-
mark of multivesicular bodies (MVBs). Translocation of trans-
membrane proteins from the limiting membrane to inner vesicles
is a prerequisite for degradation to occur upon fusion with sec-
ondary lysosomes (for review see [70]).

Molecular requirements for EGFR 
sorting in multivesicular endosomes

Whereas the role of ubiquitination in EGFR internalization is still
controversial, ubiquitination is clearly required for its intracellular
sorting to lysosomes. Some reports have indicated that non-ubiq-
uitinated proteins can be incorporated from the limiting mem-
brane into budding internal vesicles of MVBs. However, recombi-
nant addition of ubiquitin to transmembrane proteins normally
localized to the plasma membrane, the Golgi apparatus or endo-
somes was shown to be sufficient to trigger their sorting at MVBs
for eventual degradation in lysosomes [71–73]. Ubiquitinated
EGFR is sorted into intraluminal vesicles of MVBs upon sequential
interaction with four endosomal sorting complexes required for
transport, referred to as ESCRT-0 to -III) (see Fig. 3). ESCRT-0, the
first interacting partner of ubiquitinated EGFR, harbours both the
Hepatocyte growth factor regulated tyrosine kinase substrate, Hrs,
and the protein Signal-transducing adaptor molecule, STAM, each
bearing an ubiquitin-binding motif (UIM). Likewise, the following
partners ESCRT-I and II have ubiquitin-binding domains. In
 contrast, ESCRT-III complex has no constituent with a defined
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Fig. 3 Molecular interactions regulating endosomal sorting of EGFR to
the degradative pathway. At the limiting membrane of the late endo-
some/MVB, ubiquitinated EGFR interacts with ESCRT 0-III. This results
into clustering to inward budding domains, eventually generating the
inner vesicles of MVBs and degradation. Alternatively, EGFR can be de-
ubiquitinated by de-ubiquiting enzymes (deubi) and recycled back to the
plasma membrane. ESCRT complexes and ubiquitin are removed and
recycled to the cytosolic pool before internal vesicles are formed.
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ubiquitin-interacting domain, and it is currently unclear how it
recruits ubiquitinated transmembrane proteins [70].

Whether proteins should be mono- or poly-ubiquitinated for
efficient endosomal sorting to occur is presently unclear. While it
has been generally accepted that mono-ubiquitination is sufficient
for proteins to interact with UIM-containing proteins on the limit-
ing membrane of endosomes [70], this view has recently been
questioned. Indeed, whereas both monomeric CD4 chimeras with
K63-linked polyubiquitin chains or tetramers of mono-ubiquitinated
CD4 chimeras were rapidly targeted to the lysosome, lysosomal
delivery of single CD4 mono-ubiquitin chimeras exposing K48-
linked ubiquitin chains was delayed, and lysosomal delivery of
monoubiquitinated CD4 chimeras was undetectable [74]. The
requirement for poly- and multi-ubiquitination suggests that poly-
valent interactions are required to overcome low-affinity binding of
ubiquitin to the UIMs of ubiquitin-binding adaptors like Hrs and
STAM. The different sorting efficiency mediated by K48- and K63-
linked ubiquitin chains could potentially be explained by different
specificity of deubiquitinating enzymes, which are also differently
recruited to ESCRT complexes [74]. Moreover, Hrs was found to
preferentially interact with K63-ubiquitin chains and negligibly

with mono-ubiquitin [74]. This is interesting in view of the recently
published proteomics studies demonstrating that EGFR occurs in
both mono- and poly-ubiquitinated forms and that the polyubiqui-
tin chains are mostly K63-linked [41].

EGFR mutants, frequently found in human cancer, can escape
efficient ubiquitination and thereby avoid lysosomal degradation
[75]. Like natural ErbB2, these EGFR mutants have recently been
reported to bind Hsp90. The Hsp90 inhibitor geldanamycin, known
to induce down-regulation of ErbB2 (see above) has importantly
been demonstrated to also promote down-regulation of poorly
ubiquitinated EGFR mutants [43, 75]. This potentially opens new
treatment avenues for the numerous cancers bearing such EGFR
mutations.
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